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Pecan Pie Baby
What we See, Why we Worry, Why we Hope: Vietnam Going Forward explores key factors that affect Vietnam’s ability to
move forward as a global economic player. While we see challenges, we see many reasons for hope, including a new
generation of leaders. "We – the Vietnamese entrepreneurs and businesspeople – who have the wish of making Vietnam a
better place to work and live have both worries and hopes for our home country. The authors have done a nice job of
presenting a new Vietnam, a multi-colored society and an emerging market economy, with a simple and fun-to-read style.
The book delivers many important messages to western readers and I appreciate the efforts by the authors trying to bring
Vietnam to the world, and the world to Vietnam." - Vu Quang Hoi, Chairman, The Bitexco Group "A cogent and compelling
look at contemporary Vietnam with all its complexities and contradictions.Vuong Quan Hoang and Nancy Napier have given
us a well-written and accessible guide to understanding the changes that Vietnam has gone through in the last decade. This
book will be of great use to anyone wanting to understand Vietnam today" - Anya Schiffrin, Columbia University, School of
International and Public Affairs "The book is very well written and the stories are inspirational. The book has great value to
be read by all Vietnamese, especially the younger generations." - Loke Kiang Wong, Retired Captain Singapore Navy,
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Mining, the Environment, and Indigenous Development Conflicts
Giordano Bruno is one of the great figures of early modern Europe, and one of the least understood. Ingrid D. Rowland's
pathbreaking life of Bruno establishes him once and for all as a peer of Erasmus, Shakespeare, and Galileo, a thinker whose
vision of the world prefigures ours. By the time Bruno was burned at the stake as a heretic in 1600 on Rome's Campo dei
Fiori, he had taught in Naples, Rome, Venice, Geneva, France, England, Germany, and the "magic Prague" of Emperor
Rudolph II. His powers of memory and his provocative ideas about the infinity of the universe had attracted the attention of
the pope, Queen Elizabeth—and the Inquisition, which condemned him to death in Rome as part of a yearlong jubilee.
Writing with great verve and sympathy for her protagonist, Rowland traces Bruno's wanderings through a sixteenth-century
Europe where every certainty of religion and philosophy had been called into question and shows him valiantly defending
his ideas (and his right to maintain them) to the very end. An incisive, independent thinker just when natural philosophy
was transformed into modern science, he was also a writer of sublime talent. His eloquence and his courage inspired
thinkers across Europe, finding expression in the work of Shakespeare and Galileo. Giordano Bruno allows us to encounter a
legendary European figure as if for the first time.

Black Garden
Ten miles from the illustrious city of Pittsburgh is a five-mile island on the Ohio River known as Neville Island. On April 8,
1856, the island was officially named a township and a community was born. The island's fertile soil was rich with produce,
and farms grew asparagus, strawberries, and corn. The island became known as the market basket of Pittsburgh with its
produce being sold in the most prominent hotels and restaurants. However, at the birth of World War I, the island
experienced a drastic turn of fate. Industries arose, and the farms became extinct. Neville Island features over 150 years of
obscured history, including the lost Sunshine Island and the failed attempt of Coney Island Park, documenting the
community's journey of change under the influence of the Ohio River.

Engineers at War (Hardcover)
An illuminating history of North America's eleven rival cultural regions that explodes the red state-blue state myth. North
America was settled by people with distinct religious, political, and ethnographic characteristics, creating regional cultures
that have been at odds with one another ever since. Subsequent immigrants didn't confront or assimilate into an
“American” or “Canadian” culture, but rather into one of the eleven distinct regional ones that spread over the continent
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of our fractured continent, and the rivalries and alliances between its component nations, which conform to neither state
nor international boundaries. He illustrates and explains why “American” values vary sharply from one region to another.
Woodard (author of American Character: A History of the Epic Struggle Between Individual Liberty and the Common Good)
reveals how intranational differences have played a pivotal role at every point in the continent's history, from the American
Revolution and the Civil War to the tumultuous sixties and the "blue county/red county" maps of recent presidential
elections. American Nations is a revolutionary and revelatory take on America's myriad identities and how the conflicts
between them have shaped our past and are molding our future. From the Hardcover edition.

Coming About: A Setting Sail Novella
Recent Developments in the Economics of Education collects together the most important contributions in this rapidly
developing field. Themes covered in this book include: efficiency and equity, externalities and the role of the government in
providing education, the relationship between the markets for labour and education, cost functions in the education sector,
the market for educators, and the economics of school choice. This volume complements an earlier volume in the series,
The Economic Value of Education, edited by Mark Blaug.

The Oxford Handbook of Assessment Policy and Practice in Music Education
The historical contexts of music education -- Music as sociocultural phenomenon : interactions with music education -Philosophical perspectives of music education -- Meaning and experience : the music learner -- The learner in community -Music learning and musical development -- Curriculum -- Assessing music learning -- Methods and approaches -- Choosing
music literature -- Music education technology -- Issues facing music teacher education in the 21st century : developing
leaders in the field -- The inquiring music teacher -- Framing a professional life : music teacher development through
collaboration and leadership.

The Adventures of Jae and Gia
An encyclopedic examination of the history of diamonds is highlighted by over four hundred color plates and by
contributions by respected scientists, historians, and jewelers discussing celebrated stones, the diamond industry, and the
chemistry of diamonds

The Quest for Artificial Intelligence
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The Adventures of Jae and Gia
Ryan Smithson joined the Army Reserve when he was seventeen. Two years later, he was deployed to Iraq as an Army
engineer. In this extraordinary and harrowing memoir, readers march along one GI's tour of duty. It will change the way you
feel about what it means to be an American.

The Environmental Performance of Tall Buildings
Most of the material presented here was originally published in Gems & Gemology as articles and lab notes (short reports
from the GIA Laboratory, formerly called the Gem Trade Laboratory) or as Gem News/Gem News International items
between the years 1938 and 2007. Also included are summaries of presentations at GIA's 2006 International Gemological
Symposium and Gemological Research Conference, which originally appeared in the Fall 2006 Proceedings volume
produced by Gems & Gemology staff. The present work is organized in two main parts on color treatments and clarity
treatments, with color photos and microimages on almost every page. Chapters in the section on color treatments cover
coated diamonds, irradiated diamonds, and annealed diamonds. Chapters in the section on clarity treatments cover laserdrilled and glass-filled diamonds. Material is presented in chronological order to help readers follow the evolving areas of
interest and understanding of these treatments. Some of the older material includes editorial comments to explain nowunfamiliar concepts or discuss significant development since the original publication. The book includes a poster-sized color
chart enclosed in a side pocket, with color photos demonstrating diagnostic features of filled diamonds and testing
techniques. Shigley is a distinguished research fellow at the GIA Lab in Carlsbad, California.

Food Heroes
In Food Heroes, Georgia Pellegrini introduces readers to the lively stories of artisanal food devotees such as New York
mushroom forager Marion Burroughs, French fig collector Francis Honore, fish missionary Jon Rowley in Washington State,
and Ugo Buzzio in New York City, one of the last makers of traditional dry-cured sausages in the United States. Filled with
colorful anecdotes, photographs, and recipes, this book offers an accessible introduction to the artisanal food movement,
and vicarious living for armchair travelers, food lovers, and others who might wonder what it would be like to drop
everything and start an olive farm, or who yearn to make and sell their own clotted cream butter. Thirty-two fantastic
recipes follow the profiles, and encourage readers to find their own local suppliers.

Critical Essays in Music Education
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is a field within computer science that is attempting to build enhanced intelligence into computer
systems. This book traces the history of the subject, from the early dreams of eighteenth-century (and earlier) pioneers to
the more successful work of today's AI engineers. AI is becoming more and more a part of everyone's life. The technology is
already embedded in face-recognizing cameras, speech-recognition software, Internet search engines, and health-care
robots, among other applications. The book's many diagrams and easy-to-understand descriptions of AI programs will help
the casual reader gain an understanding of how these and other AI systems actually work. Its thorough (but unobtrusive)
end-of-chapter notes containing citations to important source materials will be of great use to AI scholars and researchers.
This book promises to be the definitive history of a field that has captivated the imaginations of scientists, philosophers,
and writers for centuries.

Diamonds
A Description of Ceylon
A People's History of the United States
In the music classroom, instructors who hope to receive aid are required to provide data on their classroom programs. Due
to the lack of reliable, valid large-scale assessments of student achievement in music, however, music educators in schools
that accept funds face a considerable challenge in finding a way to measure student learning in their classrooms. From
Australia to Taiwan to the Netherlands, music teachers experience similar struggles in the quest for a definitive assessment
resource that can be used by both music educators and researchers. In this two-volume Handbook, contributors from across
the globe come together to provide an authority on the assessment, measurement, and evaluation of student learning in
music. The Handbook's first volume emphasizes international and theoretical perspectives on music education assessment
in the major world regions. This volume also looks at technical aspects of measurement in music, and outlines situations
where theoretical foundations can be applied to the development of tests in music. The Handbook's second volume offers a
series of practical and US-focused approaches to music education assessment. Chapters address assessment in different
types of US classrooms; how to assess specific skills or requirements; and how assessment can be used in tertiary and
music teacher education classrooms. Together, both volumes of The Oxford Handbook of Assessment in Music Education
pave the way forward for music educators and researchers in the field.

Coraopolis
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Twelve miles outside Pittsburgh, down the Pittsburgh and Lake Erie Railroad tracks toward the old train station, is a local
treasure: the town of Coraopolis. The gems of the community are the people, whose simple lifestyle and persevering spirits
show their impressive ability to adapt over the years. Originally a grant of land consisting of 300 acres, the area was given
to early settlers as a gift in the name of peace and thankfulness. In 1886, the community officially became a borough, and
the town of Coraopolis was born. Coraopolis features 100 years of history, documenting the community's experiences,
including the great flood of 1936, celebrations and triumphs, social clubs and classic sporting events, and the days of
Consolidated Glass. These memories clearly demonstrate the integrity of this admired community.

Handbook of Gem Identification
The Economics of Schooling and School Quality
The Hymn
A collection of stories about troubled California teens and misfits follows the misadventures of a band of youths who
experiment with vice in such tales as "American History" and "I Could Kill Someone."

Pearls
Tall buildings represent one of the most energy-intensive architectural typologies, while at the same time offering the high
density work and living conditions that many believe will an important constituent of future sustainable communities. How,
then, can their environmental impact be lessened? This insightful book takes in: an overview of the tall building and its
impacts (looking at cityscape, place, mobility, microclimate, energy and economics) design principles and the development
of the sustainable tall building global perspectives (covering North and South America, Europe, the Middle East and Asia)
detailed, qualitative case studies of buildings in design and operation the future for sustainable tall buildings. Not simply
another showcase for future utopian designs and ideals, the information presented here is based on hard research from
operating buildings. Highly illustrated and combining analysis with solid detail for practice, this is essential reading for
architects, building engineers, design consultants, retrofitters and urban planners interested in or working with tall
buildings, and researchers/students in these disciplines.
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Air Base Defense In The Republic Of Vietnam 1961-1973 [Illustrated Edition]
Pearl: Natural, Cultured and Imitation discusses some aspects, distinction, and authenticity of pearl. This book is divided
into 10 chapters that cover the origin, anatomy, sources, and prices of this precious gem. The first five chapters are
devoted to natural pearls, their unique features, origin, history, structure, anatomy, and source. The next two chapters
cover cultivation and testing of cultured pearls, as well as their market value. A chapter focuses on the properties of various
imitation pearls. The concluding chapters deal with the pricing of pearls, primarily based on an elaborate method using a
base price referred to as the “unit base price . These chapters also consider other pearl uses other than necklaces, such as
borders to brooches and festoons. This book will be of great value to pearl traders, manufacturers, and users.

Treasures of the Earth
Jae and Gia is a story of an unlikely pair who become friends. In their adventures, they are able to learn a lot about
themselves, each other, and others around them.

American Nations
"In Black Garden, Thomas de Waal tells the full story of this tragic quarrel and its aftermath for the first time. He travels the
length and breadth of Armenia and Azerbaijan, talking to veterans, refugees and the inhabitants of ruined towns and
villages. He recreates the story of the descent into conflict of two former Soviet neighbors, its disastrous consequences and
the confused efforts of the "Great Powers" - Russia, France and the United states - to bring peace to the Caucasus."--BOOK
JACKET.

Kitty Alone
Kitty Alone is the latest in a series of captivating picture books, each based on a beloved songtale from the great American
folk music heritage. This beautifully illustrated version sets the song in the Appalachian Mountains and uses a bobcat, called
a "woods ghost" by locals, as the title character. Like the other titles in the First Steps in Music series, Kitty Alone includes
song history and notation, along with a free download link for the song, sung by Jill Trinka.

Treated Diamonds
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Ghosts of War
NOTE: NO FURTHER DISCOUNT FOR THIS PRINTED PRODUCT- OVERSTOCK SALE -- Significantly reduced list price Engineers
at War describes the role of military engineers, especially the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, in the Vietnam War. It is a story
of the engineers' battle against an elusive and determined enemy in one of the harshest underdeveloped regions of the
world. Despite these challenges, engineer soldiers successfully carried out their combat and construction missions. The
building effort in South Vietnam allowed the United States to deploy and operate a modern 500,000-man force in a far-off
region. Although the engineers faced huge construction tasks, they were always ready to support the combat troops. They
built ports and depots, carved airfields and airstrips out of jungle and mountain plateaus, repaired roads and bridges, and
constructed bases. Because of these efforts, ground combat troops with their supporting engineers were able to fight the
enemy from well-established bases. Although most of the construction was temporary, more durable facilities, such as
airfields, port and depot complexes, headquarters buildings, communications facilities, and an improved highway system,
were intended to serve as economic assets for South Vietnam. This volume covers how the engineers grew from a few
advisory detachments to a force of more than 10 percent of the Army troops serving in South Vietnam. The 35th Engineer
Group began arriving in large numbers in June 1965 to begin transforming Cam Ranh Bay into a major port, airfield, and
depot complex. Within a few years, the Army engineers had expanded to a command, two brigades, six groups, twentyeight construction and combat battalions, and many smaller units. Other products produced by the U.S. Army, Center of
Military History can be found here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/agency/1061

Job Seeker's Handbook
Describes the events that led up to the historic battles that began the American Revolution and discusses the
consequences for the leaders and soldiers who fought in them.

Forthcoming Books
In A Short History of the United States, National Book Award winner Robert V. Remini offers a much-needed, concise history
of our country. This accessible and lively volume contains the essential facts about the discovery, settlement, growth, and
development of the American nation and its institutions, including the arrival and migration of Native Americans, the
founding of a republic under the Constitution, the emergence of the United States as a world power, the outbreak of
terrorism here and abroad, the Obama presidency, and everything in between.

A Short History of the United States
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This handbook is intended to help people find work in as short a time as possible. It begins with suggestions on how to get
ready for a job search: organizing time, getting a clear picture of what kind of work to look for, and determining where
suitable work can be found. This is followed by sections covering ways to find work opportunities, gathering information on
employers, choosing a work search plan, marketing personal skills to prospective employers, creating resumes and career
portfolios, filling out application forms, writing covering letters and curriculum vitae, submitting contract proposals,
handling interviews and rejection, and what to do if accepted for employment. Appendices include sample resumes and
covering letters.

Giordano Bruno
This authoritative two-volume collection brings together the most important published papers on the economics of
schooling and school quality, issues which are at the heart of current intellectual and policy debates. Volume I presents
articles on labor markets, distribution, including the structure of wages and wage inequality and the effects of schooling on
economic growth. Volume II includes papers on efficiency, competition and finance and policy.The mixture of classic papers
and cutting edge research provides an invaluable reference source for both students, researchers and professionals.

What we See, Why we Worry, Why we Hope: Vietnam Going Forward
Would the world be a better place if human societies were somehow able to curb their desires for material goods? Saleem
Ali's pioneering book links human wants and needs by providing a natural history of consumption and materialism with
scientific detail and humanistic nuance. It argues that simply disavowing consumption of materials is not likely to help in
planning for a resource-scarce future, given global inequality, development imperatives, and our goals for a democratic
global society. Rather than suppress the creativity and desire to discover that is often embedded in the exploration and
production of material goods--which he calls the treasure impulse--Ali proposes a new environmental paradigm, one that
accepts our need to consume treasure for cultural and developmental reasons, but warns of our concomitant need to
conserve. In evaluating the impact of treasure consumption on resource-rich countries, he argues that there is a way to
consume responsibly and alleviate global poverty.

Music, Books on Music, and Sound Recordings
Palo Alto
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only lately been subject to environmental laws and a recognition of treaty rights. Yet conflicts surrounding mining
development and indigenous peoples continue to challenge policy-makers. This book gets to the heart of resource conflicts
and environmental impact assessment by asking why indigenous communities support environmental causes in some cases
of mining development but not in others. Saleem Ali examines environmental conflicts between mining companies and
indigenous communities and with rare objectivity offers a comparative study of the factors leading to those conflicts.
Mining, the Environment, and Indigenous Development Conflicts presents four cases from the United States and Canada:
the Navajos and Hopis with Peabody Coal in Arizona; the Chippewas with the Crandon Mine proposal in Wisconsin; the
Chipewyan Inuits, DŽnŽ and Cree with Cameco in Saskatchewan; and the Innu and Inuits with Inco in Labrador. These cases
exemplify different historical relationships with government and industry and provide an instance of high and low levels of
Native resistance in each country. Through these cases, Ali analyzes why and under what circumstances tribes agree to
negotiated mining agreements on their lands, and why some negotiations are successful and others not. Ali challenges
conventional theories of conflict based on economic or environmental cost-benefit analysis, which do not fully capture the
dynamics of resistance. He proposes that the underlying issue has less to do with environmental concerns than with
sovereignty, which often complicates relationships between tribes and environmental organizations. Activist groups, he
observes, fail to understand such tribal concerns and often have problems working with tribes on issues where they may
presume a common environmental interest. This book goes beyond popular perceptions of environmentalism to provide a
detailed picture of how and when the concerns of industry, society, and tribal governments may converge and when they
conflict. As demands for domestic energy exploration increase, it offers clear guidance for such endeavors when native
lands are involved.

Recent Developments in the Economics of Education
Includes 78 photos and 16 maps / charts This book explores the unique problem of defending air bases during the Vietnam
War. It centers on the primary efforts of the United States Air Force and allied air units to defend 10 key air bases within the
Republic of Vietnam. Bien Hoa, on 1 November 1964, was the first base to be attacked and until the cease-fire in January
1973, these bases suffered a total of 475 attacks. Although there were initial deficiencies in staff support for base defense
in such key areas as intelligence, motor vehicles, weapons procurement and maintenance, communications, and civil
engineering, significant improvements had been made by the end of the Air Force’s part in the war. The author, Lt. Col.
Roger P. Fox, USAF (Ret.), wrote this volume while assigned to the Office of Air Force History. He brings judgments to his
research based on his personal experience as a base security officer during the conflict. Thus, early on the morning of 4
December 1966, he rallied Air Force and South Vietnamese security forces to repel an enemy attempt to penetrate Tan Son
Nhut Air Base, the center of Air Force operations in South Vietnam. For his gallantry in action on this occasion, he was
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awarded the Silver Star.
This personal
experience
formed a foundation upon which he developed a keen insight into
exploring the entire spectrum of air base defense, and upon which he has built a strong case for testing future plans and
operations.

Photoatlas of Inclusions in Gemstones
In this Second Edition of this radical social history of America from Columbus to the present, Howard Zinn includes
substantial coverage of the Carter, Reagan and Bush years and an Afterword on the Clinton presidency. Its commitment
and vigorous style mean it will be compelling reading for under-graduate and post-graduate students and scholars in
American social history and American studies, as well as the general reader.

Let It Begin Here!
This volume of essays references traditional and contemporary thought on theory and practice in music education for all
age groups, from the very young to the elderly. The material spans a broad range of subject areas from history and
philosophy to art and music, and addresses issues such as curriculum, pedagogy, assessment and evaluation, as well as
current issues in technology and performance standards. Written by leading researchers and educators from diverse
countries and cultures, this selection of previously published articles, research studies and book chapters is representative
of the most frequently discussed and debated topics in the profession. This volume, which documents the importance of
lifelong learning, is an indispensable reference work for specialists in the field of music education.

Critical Issues in Music Education
When Mama's pregnancy draws attention away from Gia, she worries that the special bond they share will disappear
forever once the baby is born, in a heartwarming story for kids adjusting to the idea of a new family member.

Catalog of Copyright Entries
Air Force Combat Units of World War II
As the school year comes to a close, the duo grapples with the consequences of Natalie's fall from her throne at Ridgefield.
Although Jae becomes more comfortable with her "new home away from home", a weekend away causes her to look at the
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her voice while making new friends and debating about the intentions
of Karen's new boyfriend.Author, C. J. Dotson, created The Adventures of Jae and Gia series to spotlight issues children
experience daily through social media and other media outlets, as well as personal experience. She aims to provide real
world content in a child friendly way that will encourage difficult, yet productive and positive conversations.

Neville Island
Casting up the sails of a rented boat, Tori Townsend and Joss Alexander have left the conservative eyes of their small Texas
town and escaped to the sunny shores of Cozumel. As the anchor begins to drop, Tori has doubts about coming out.
Especially after a sizzling encounter with a hot bartender. Besides the physical attraction, Tori feels something for Enrique
that she has never experienced with anyone, including Joss. Joss has been ready to come out and embrace being a lesbian
for a long timeeven when it meant being disowned by family. She gave up everything for Tori, including the possibility of
returning to Texas. Together they live on the edge, the bigger the stake, the higher the rush. But when Joss presents a
perfect gig. Tori finds herself questioning if this is the life she wants or give into her feelings for Enrique and embark on a
new adventure before her fate is sealed.
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